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Thesiss The natural theology of St. Thomas Aquinas resulted from an 
attempt to put the theological truths ot Augustine into the 
philosophical terms of Aristotle llhich he accomplished without 
substantially corrupting the tormer or converting the later. 

I. The Historical. Context. 
A. The tradition ot nee-platonic Augustinianiem. 
B. The trjwnph of Aristotelian Thomism. 

II. The Theological Concern. 
A. The problems resurrection of Aristotle threatened theology. 
B. The principles render revelation reasonableJ defense of dogma. 
C. The plans state truth of Augustine in the terms of Aristotle. 

III. The Philosophical Contribution. 
A. How we know about God: Epistemology. 
B. What we know about Gods Metaphysics. 

l. That God is--His existence. 
2. What God is-His essence. 

a. By causality•-relation to creatures. 
b. By negation-remotion from creatures. 
c. By analogy--resemblance to creatures. 

IV. The Final Consideration. 
A. Reason and Revelation. 
B. Abstraction and Illumination. 



THE HISTORICAL CONrEXT 

:!'.h! Traditional �flatonic Auguatinianism 

In order to gain a proper understanding of Thomistic Natural Theology 

one must view it 1n the context of the scholastic movement of his day. 

The term "scholastic" was first used as an appellation for teachers 1n 

the Medieval universities and the historic roots of embryonic acholaati

cism are traceable to the Augustinian and Neo-platonic strain of Christian 

philosophizing.l Thilly calls Augustine the last of the Christian 

classicists with whom ends the patristic period of formulating the 

Christian creeds. It was left then far Augustine's successors to take 

this fixed body of dogma am demonstrate it rationality. This they did 

1n the typical Neo-platonic fashion until the 13th century. However 

trom the death of Augustine 1n 430 A. D. until the 9th century this 

apologetic movement hardly produced an outstanding figure with the 

possible exception of Boethius. So permanent was this tradition that 

Leighton wrote, "It is no exaggeration to say that the spirit of Neo

platonism and medieval Christianity are identical •••• Augustine, whose 

thought daninated the whole of medieval Christianity was himself a Neo

platonic convert from Manicheism".2 Probably, as A. c. Pegis remarks, 

"the safest general characteristic of the European philosophic tradition 

is that it consists in a series of footnotes on Plato" . 3 

Add to this the tact that preceding the 12th century Christian 

LrhUJ.y, History ot Philosophy, P• 155. 

2teighton, !£.! Field ot Philosophy, P• l.41. 
3A. C. Pegis, St. Thomas .!:!!! the Greeks, P• 73. 
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philosophers had in their possession only fragmentary translations of the 

Timaeus and practically nothing ot Aristotle,l and it is not ditficul.t to 

see why Augustinianism prevailed. until the 12th century or later. It 

wasn't until after the formation of the famous medieval. University or 

Paris in 1200 A. D. that the works ot Aristotle made their debut into 

Christian thinking. Even then, ani only naturally so 1 they wre viewed 

with much scepticism. So much so that as late as April 13, 1231, Pope 

Gregory IX renewed the indictment against teaching Aristotle until he was 

"throughly censored and purged".2 However the intellectual curiousity 

aroused by a study ot Aristotle was so great that by 1366 pontifical 

authority had made it necessary far students ot arts to study the very 

treatises or Aristotle it had so long forbidden. But even after the 

initial debut or Aristotle in 1200, theologians were warned to teach the

ology- "in its purit1'' and "without an;,y admixture of worldly wisdom". Hence, 

"Even to the em ot the 13th century and beyond there was a marked tendency 

to favor philosophical doctrines that could be reconciled with the Neo

platonic Augustinian tradition. It even eventually opposed Thomas Aquinas 

as late as 1270 A. n.n • .3 

The Triwnph of Aristotelian Thomism 

With the new 1nf'lux or Aristotelian philosophy" came the inevitable 

task of its reconciliation with Christian dogma. This was not to be an easy 

task in light of the deeply rooted Neo-platonic tradition and even more 

formidable when we consider the unfavorable circumstances um.er which 

ln0n1y a few minor logical treatises were previously known" of 
Aristotle's works. A. A. Maurer. dieval Philosophy, P• 85. 

2a11son, ,!!!! Spirit 2!_ edieval Philosophy, P• 240. 

3Ibid. P• 240. -
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Aristotelian literature was introduced. The Latins were initiated to 

Aristotle by the Arabian philosophers who had been using hie philosophy 

for centuries as a support for their pantheism. Forseeing this task of 

reconciliation, ecclesiastic authority had set up a conmission only 10 

days after the initial papal warning for the expressed purpose of purging 

Aristotle for Christian use. However, no positive reBUl.ts wre forthcoming 

but were awaiting the achievements of Thomas Aquinas after 1260.l It must 

be noted that the tirst reaction or the church toward the Aristotelian 

infiux was to stem its tide by papal degree. This Pope Gregory II did in 

hie warning not to mix philosophy and theology. However, it was soon evi

dent; that this was not sufficient, and consequently it became apparent, to 

soma at least, that an0ther course must be pursued. William of Auvergne 

(UB<>-1249) saw the necessity of borrowing from the enen;" some weapons to 

tight him. He became increasingly aware that one can only triumph over 

philosophy as a philosopher. Following 1n thia general direction, Albert 

the Great concluded that a Christian should know philosophy in all its forms. 
·� 

But his encyclopedic duriousity left the Greek philosophy am. Christian 

religion yet unreconciled. It was 1n the genius of his pupil Thoms ot 

Aquin that this task was soon to be realized. So great became this urge 

to show the ccmpatibility of Greek philosophy am Christianity that even 

Boniventure who took a hostile attitude toward Aristotle said that it was 

the task of philosophy to render the "credible, intelligible". It was in 

this eense that Thomas was to bring the wark of hie predeoeesora to per

fection. 

libid., P• 244. 

THE THEX>LOGICAL CONCERN 



The Problems The Resurrection of Aristotle Threatened Theology - - -
"St. Thomae was f'aced with a system of growing inportance, which 

seemed in naq ways to be incompatible with Christian tradition, yet because 

of its majest;r, coherence, and comprehensiveness, Thanas boldly grabbed the 

bull b7 the horns aDi utilized .Aristotle in building his own system. Thomas 

saw in Aristotle a potential to weld together philosophy am theology into 

a unified whole.111 Such intellectual courage has led a modern scholastic 

to S8'f' 1 "St. Thomas Aquinas 1 the chief glory or scholasticism is the first 

ot modern philosophers because to him is due the epochal achiev�nt ot 

having been the first to constitute philosophy in its own right, to give 

it a tull conscioueness of self, independence am autonOD\Y, by establishing 

on tumamental principles the distinction between philosophy and theology-, 

and assigning to each its proper domain and method". 2 Maritan says, "the 

doctrine et Aristotle did not bear its purist fruit except, in the mind of 

St. Thomas Aquinas. Since he always remained true to all the principles of 

Aristotle 1 one ma;r say that he is much more purely Aristotelian than 

Aristotle".3 

Therefore, it is not difficult to see that the basic problem of the day

was how to reconcile the resurrected Aristotelian philosopey- with the dogma 

of the Church. The infiux of philosophical literature am subsequent interest 

demarded an answer from the Church which was forthcoming in the Thomistic 

synthesia. 

� Principle s Render ,!!evelation Reasonable 

The principle which was to give explicit answer to this problem had 

leopleston, History 2!_ Philosophy, Vol. II, p. 322. 

2Gerardo Bruni, Pro easive Scholastioiem, P• VIII. 

�c Kenon, Selections ,!!:2! Medieval Philosophy• 



long been brooding in thoughts of the scholastics. In fact, it was the 

bas ic principle of echolasticism itaelf, viz., that it is the task o f  the 

theologian to understam and explain dogma. "Philosophy and theology have 

the same content and intereet ••• in expla ining religion philosophy simp 

expands itself, and in expanding itself it explains religion.n1 From the 

medieval point of view, dogma was truth. There was no need to search for it. 

Therefore, there was no place for philoaophy as the pursuit of truth. To 

philosoph ize meant to demonstrate the truth of revelation. Philosophy was 

positive theology. Thus it was that Gilson remarked, 11 ••• the only safe 

plan is to take revelation for our g uide and make an effort to understarli 

its co ntents. Thie understanding of the contents of revelation will be 

philosopey itself; ••• this is the basic principle of all nedieval speculation" .2 

And so the basic method of echolastioism wae to arise from its fundamental 

principle. If dogma is truth ard the scholastic task is merely a matter of 

making it intelligible or reasonable, then its validity llDl8t be defended by 

reasoning or philoeophizing about it. However, the logical consequences of 

this very principle and its resulting method were destined to change the very 

nature of the scholastic mcvement. For the process of rendering dogma in• 

telligible for those who had accepted the Christian revelation as their basic 

premise was quite different from that ot rendering the Christian r43Velatim 

as rational to those tilo denied the basic premise of sacred Scriptures. For 

this was to be the very task of eichola.stic iem with relation to the new'.cy' 

received Aristotel ian literature which was introduced through the philosoph

ical mold ot the muslem religion. The question necessary becomes, oan 

Christianity sustain itself on a purely rationalistic grounis that will be 

lweber, Histoq: ,!! Philosophy, p. 203. 

2Gilson, p. 5. 
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acceptable to both Mohammedan and Christian? Thus it can be nen that the 

original intent to explain dogma had evolved to the necessity or defending 

it, and that on an Aristotelian basis. If Christian dogma was to survive 

this situation, it had to emaree trom its monastery or platonic idealism 

and adopt an Arietotelian realism. It had to disguard as apologetically 

relevant, the former deductiw reasoning tran revelation and build a 

rational. system on an inductive basis that was in harmorcy- with the Christian 

revelation. 

What scholasticism most needed at this stage in its history was a 

philosophy based not. on subjective ideas or presi.ipposed dogma--this the 

Muslems had too. ·what was most needed, and ecial.ly in light of the 

growing importance or Aristotle, was a philosophical. system based on 

Aristotelian principles alone that would nevertheless demonstrate the 

rationality of the universe as a revelation or God ard thereby demonstrate 

its harmony with the Christian revelation. This is precisely what Thomas 

did, and with little doubt, as no other man had ever dme. 

At this point it should be noted that the infiltration ot Aristotelian 

philosophy beginning at about 1200 A. n. gave about half a centUl'J" for 

Thomas' predecessors to analyze and categorize the wealth ot philosophical 

me.terial ha wae to use 1n hie monumental synthesis. This was 'Ver)" ably 

done in men like Albert the Great whose prodigious encyclopedia mind 

amassed materials from far am wide to a:wai t the intellectual scrutiny ot 

hie pupil' s systematic philosophy. others too, contributed to the stage .. 

setting. There was, for example, Auvergne who was the first Christian to 

make a clear cut distinction between essence and existencel llhich was later 

lAuvergne f'ollowed Avicenna an:i Alforab11 two Muslem philosophers in 
making this distinction. 
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to become the very heart of the Thomistic metapeysioal contribution. Thus 

it is not dif'fi · � t to see then that 11St. Thomas does not speak from some 

abstract philosophical heaven. It is to the 13th century that he gives 

voice; to that century, precisely 'Which was the first Christian century to 

behold and feel the full power of the Greek philosophical genius". Mc Keon 

further suggests that " the real aignii'icance of St. Thomas is not seen until 

it is vic:n d in the astonishing turbulent intellectual life of his century 1 

ard that when st. Thomas is so viewed, his relation to the Greeks am their 

Arabian succeeaars assume the role of a major issue in the formation of his 

thought" •1 

The Thomistic undertaking, then, was of great proportion and one lihich 

was not easy for many reasons. There wae the problem ot the prevailing 

platonic form of theology al!I vs. the newzy- resurgent. Aristotelian philosophy. 

There was ever the question of fidelity to the Church and its dogma and yet 

credibility in philosophical un:iertaking8. In short, there was the pr oblem 

or the place and relationship of philosophy to theology. 

!!!!, !12= State .!:!!!, Truth 2!. A gustine .!!'! � Terms £!Aristotle 

How waa this to be solved? What was the intent am plan or Thomas? 

It is the thesis of this paper that the natural theology ot Aquinaa resulted 

.from his atteqt to state traditionally accepted theological truth of 

Augustine into the newly received philosophical terms of Aristotle. Whether 

he succeeded ar not without doing violence to either Augustine or Aristotle 

M8l" be debatable• but that this is \-fuat he attenpted is most evident. 

However " ••• it must be emphasized that though St. Thomas adopted 

Aristotelianism as an instrunent for the eJCpreasion or his system, he was 

no blirxi worshipper ot the philosopher , who discarded Augustine in favor of 

lMc Keon, Seleotions � Medieval Philosopb,y, p. 2. 
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the pagan thinker. In theology he naturally treads in the footsteps of 

Augustine •••• "l 

Perhaps the most convincing evidence that ThoJ1Ba considered himself 

an Augustinian can be derived fl"om his constant authoritative references 

to the teaching of Augustim. Even in his most nature work, the SUlllDa 

Theologica there are hundreds of references beginning, "as Augustine said," 

"Augustine taught," etc.2 As A. A. Maurer observes, "St. Thomas c oul.d t1m 

no better words to express his goal in life than those or St. Hiloey (which 

are thoroughly Augustinianh 'I am aware that I owe this to God as the 

chief' duty of � lite 1 that rq every ward and sense may speak ot Him'") 

Ot course, Thomas did not agree with Augustine' a theology- on every 

point, nor tor that matter did he concur to Aristotle's philosophy on 

every detailJ nevertheless, he was theologically an Augustinian and phil

osophically an Aristotelian. Of this there can be little doubt.4 

Furthermore, as Copleston remarks, it was because " ••• Thanas saw in the 

Aristotelian system a magnifioent instrument for the expression of truth 

and tor the welding together of' the divine truths ot theology and philos

ophy • •  •" that he so proceeda • .S Gilson al.so agrees with Copleston saying, 

lcoplesten, History!!£. PhilosoJ?by, P• .323. 
2Jud.ging by the 11Index ot Authors" compiled by A. c. Pegis in the 

Basic Writings of SajJit Thomas �uinas 1 Vol. TI, Augustine is ref'ered to 
more than any other author beai s AriStotle. The index lists references 
aa followsi Aristotle (16 pp.), Augustine (10 pp.)� Dennis (4 pp.), 
Gregory the Great ( 1 p.), John of Damasoene (li PP• ) • 

3A. A. Maurer, Medieval Philosophy, p. 163. 

4rt is true that Thomas did not al.13 himself with the 'Augustinians) of 
hia day, in tact, they -were his opponents. The reason for this, however, 
is because Thomas was ruining their ;elatonic kind of Augustinianiam. See 
A. A. Pegia, "Introduc tion" in Basic Writ§s 21. �· Thomas Aquinas, pp. 
xl. and x1 vUi--xlxix. 

Scopleston, .22• �·• p. 322. 
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"But even Thomas Aquinas would have considered himself a true discipl.e or 

Augustine. In point ot fact. tew men have had better reason tor doing 

so".1 

The remaining question, and a big o.ne 1 is how this plan was to be 

actualized in the thoughts of Aquinas, ,.e •• lihat was the resulting Natural 

Theolog2 to be? 

THE PHll.OSOPHICAL CONrRmUTION 

How we Know About God: Epistemology 

The first.3 Question is the epistemological one. How do we know 

according to Aquinas. We know by a process ot abstraction and intention

ality. That is, all knowledge comes to us via the gateway of the senses4 

and is acted upon by the "agent intellectn.S 'Which abetraota the "intelligible 

species" from the "sensible species" a.Di apprehends the "quidditY" of the 

loilson, .!2• E!•i P• 81. 

2we chose to limit the Natural theology of Aquinas to the existence ard 
nature or God tor want of time and space 1 though of course it included much 
more. 

3"rhis was by no means the first question far St. Thomas. His starting 
point was the reality ot finite existence as apprehended by man. He has a 
"common sense" modified real.ism view and saw no need to give explicit tarm
ulization to his epistemology pl"ior to his metaphysics as has been necessaey 
since the dqs ot Kant and Hume. In fact, to demand this of him would be a 
gross anachronism. "To begin en historical expos! tion of St. Thomas' a 
philosophy by a theory of knowledge ••• would scarcely represent St. Thomas' 
own procedure ••• on the other hand, St. Thanas certainly wrote some philo
sophical works before he composed the Sumna Theologica .. and the proofs tor 
the existence of God in the latter work obviously presuppose a good man;y 
philosophical ideas. Moreover, as those philosophical ideas are not mere 
ideas, but s.re, on the principles of st. Thomas' s own philosophy, abstracted 
trom experience of the concrete, there seems to me a.n;>le justification for 
starting with the concrete sensible world .of experience an::l considering 
some of St. Thomas' s theories about it before going on to consider his 
natural theology." Conleston, 22• ., P• 307. 

1'irbere is nothing in the intellect that wa not first in the senses. 

Srhis is akin to Augustine's theory of "divine illumination" only is 
indigenous to man. 
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thing. That is, the intellect by virtue of its participationl in the like-

ness ot God has the transcendent pot11er to abstract universals from particu

lars and concepts .from images divesting them or their limiting ard. ditferen

tiating characteristics arrl apprehending their eesential. nature. In short, 

we do know things as they are in themselves, a.rd the .first principles ot 

knowledge are transoendentall.y and ontologically valid. 2 But these first 

principles are themselves abstracted .from sensory experience 'When the mind 

first comes into contact with it. The mind has a capacity tor the princi

ples 'l?ut the principles themselves are not innate • .3 It follows therefore 

that, "the only road which can lead us to a knowledge or the Creator must 

be cut through the things of senee" . 4 So the knowledge of God 11 to be 

arrived at through a knowledge of the external world. The latter is eel.t

evident and immediate; the .former is inferential am analogical. This leads 

naturally to one other necessary connective bet"Ween epistemology and natural 

theol ogy, vis., the A.nalog.y entes. Although it seems 16.gically necessar,. 

to mention it here, a discussion of it is reserved until latter Where 

Thomas' defense will be given. 

�!!!!!!?!! About Q2!1 Metap!vaics 

The real starting point for Natural Theology is to be tcund in the 

external world which is immediately known by a process or transcendent 

intentionality and abstraction through the medium of sensory experience. 

More particularly, the starting point ie with the fact of "change" as 

lAquinas, Summa,!1 Qt. 84, Art. S. 

2Garrigou-LaGrange, �. fil! Nature ,!!!2 Existence, P• tt. 

3GUson, The Christian Philosophy of St. Thomae A�as, P• 230. "The 
intellection o"fthese principle ia no moreinnate than�e conclusions ot 
deductive arguments • • • •  " 

4a11aon, .!2• .E!•• P • 64. 
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apprehemed in the external world upon lhich he begins to construct his 

natural. theology. "St. Thomas thus discovers in the heart ot all finite 

being a certain instability, a contingency or non-necessity, which imme

diately pointe to the existence or a Being which is the source or tini te 

existence, the author of the composition between essence and existence .... nl 

n ••• one might argue at once from the changes in the coporeal world to the 

existence of en umnoved mover, with the aid of the principle that an 

infinite regress in the order of dependence is impossible., •• 112 

That God is: His Existenol'.-Although St. Thomae elaborated f'ive --� -------

proof a for God' s existence it is not difficult to see that it is the third 

one (from contingency) that is most consonant with his epistemology am 

is implied in the others. As Copleston says, 

••• among these .five l'roota he gives a certain preference 
to the first (from motion) , to the extent of calling it the 
via mani:f'estior. Howev r, lhatever re may think of' this 
assertion, the fundamental proof' or '"my', is that from ccn
tingency. In the f'iret proot the argument. from contingency is 
applied to the special fact ot motion or change, in the second 
proof to the order or causality or causal production, in the 
tourth proof to degrees of perfection and in the fifth proof 
to finality, to the co-operation of inorganic objects in the 
attainment of oosm.ic order. The argument trom contingency 
itself is baaed on the fact that everything must have a 
suf fioient reason, the reason wl\f it exists change or motion 
must have 1 ts sufficient reuon in an unmoved mover, the series 
of secondary cause and effects in an WlCaused cause, limited 
perfection in absolute perfection and f'inality and order in 
nature to an Intelligent Designer.n3 

It this be so, then the connection bet1 en epistemology am natural 

theology can be seen more readily. That is to say, when one beholds a 

world of rrwv beings which are in constant change and attempts to accoWit 

f'or it, he is driven to the conclusion that a Necessary, Uncaused, 

lcopleston, .21?• �., p. 334-35. 

21!?!!!•• P• 33.3. 
3Ibid., p • .345. 
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Unlimited being exists. Thus it can be stated in the following � from 

the standpoint of efficient causality.1 l) The beings or man• s exper-

ience are caused to exist by an efficient cause. (If they were not, they 

would be uncauaed which would be to say that they are infinite or unlimitedf 

but they are limited and therefore mu.st l:>e ca.used.) 2) Now this cause ie 

either caused or uncaused. J) But it is impossible to have an infinite 

series of existenti�y dependent causes. (There must be a first cause 

to peg the series on, e.g., a nail to hang the chain on, or a bottom 

block holding up the whole pile.) 4) Therefore• there is a first Uncaused 

cause of the beings ot man's experience. 2 

What God ie: His Essenoe.--So it mq be said in a veey real sense ---- - - ....._. ---

that the erlstenae ot God.3 is proven via efficient causality, from tbe con--
tingent effect to the Necessary Cause. And once it has been asserted that -
there is an Uncaused Cause it has already been asserted implicitly what -
God is, viz., that He is  the Cause of all existence. So when the existence 

ot GOO. has been proven• it has been simultaneously declared "something" as 

to what His essence is. The former cannot be proved without the latter. 4 

In £act, all nan knows in a positive way about the nature of God is expli

cated from this tact of God.1 a uncaused oausality.5 How is this done? BJ' 

process of negation o:r remotion. That is, it ia known that God ia not -

lEfficient causality is in a sense the basic principle operative in 
the contingency to necessity argument or vice versa. 

araken trom class notes of Fr. Toner, U. of D.1 1956. 

3rt may be objected here that St. Thomas begs the issue when 16 says, 
"an:l this all m1n call god" • However 1 he does not intend that this should 
prove the point but merely sketch the argument. 

1'.rhie isn't a point or universal agreement among Thomists but it does 
seem to be Thomas' view. 

S01.ass notes, Fr. Toner, u. ot n., 1956. 
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caused, � limited, � contingent, etc. arxl hence the arigin of the names 

(attributes) of God, vis., He is �  i'inite (or Infinite)) He is l!2! 

composed (or Simple); He is� in time (or Eternal) etc . In fact, it nay 

be said that Qad is not "anything" that involves or follow from finitude, 

composition or contingency. Syllogisticall.y, it nJa¥ be put this �i God 

is not limited, but 11 such and such" involves limitation, theref'ore, God is 

not "such and auch11 • 

Hence. one af'ter another the negative characteristioa ot this Uncaused 

Cause · . -:; be asserted by a remotion of Him trom any form of limitation. 

This wo\ild further necessitate one's saying that God ia Immense (not in 

space), One (not many), Absolute (not relative), Immutable (not changeable) 

since !!!, or these involve some form of change, composition, or contingency. 

In other words, it has been shown� God is (causal'.cy") ani �God 

is not (negatively), but can it be shown what God,.!! (positively)? To this 

the answer is given: Yes am no. No, if it is meant that a man can in this 

lite full.7 canpreherv:l the essence of God in itsel..fl and yes if it is maant 

that one can have a substantial knowledge of God' e essence though not com

pletely. And this latter knowledge comes !;!! the analogy; entis. St. Thomas 

argues that there met be "some" similarity between the cause and its effects. 

Since he has proven that God is cause of all creation (finite being) then one 

may examine the creation to see "something" or the Creator. 

The sinpliet way to state his argument is that it is impossible tor a 

cause to give what it hasn't got. But God has given all perfections that 

creation possesses. Therefore, God must (in some way) possess all these 

l.trhis man will have in the beatific vision when the essence or God 
will becOOE t he form or intelligible species of man's intellect. 



Perfections Himself. These He may have either formally or virtually .1 So 

then, any perfection (not imperfection) t<nmi in the creature may be attrib

uted "analogically" to the Creator. That is, one 'llm1' abstract trom 1.t its 

connotative diversities and apply its denotative identity to God. So then 

since one finds the perfections or will, inliellect, love, providence,. good

ness, etc. in creatures he may sq that God possesses will, intellect, love, 

etc. Thus Thomas wm1d demonstrate in a positive way the essential nature of 

God. 

A turt.her word about the nature ot analogical attribution will help to 

clarity what is meant by this Eositive knowledge. For St. Thomas, there 

are only three possible kinds of know.I.edge, univocal, equivocal, and 

analogical. Now man's knowledge ot God cannot be univocal (errt.irely the 

same) tor then man's knowledge l«>uld be in.finite. Neither can it be 

equivocal (entirely different) for then man could know nothing about God. 

Therefore, man' a knowledge or God�!?! analogical, i.e., at once alike 

and different or "partly"2 the same am "partly" different. Or to put it 

another way, even though there is an infinite degree o:t difference in perfection 

between God and man there is nevertheless not a total lack of similarity. 

Man1 s knowledge ot God may be almost but not altogether equivocal. There is 

a little resemblanc e as well as a great remotion and this all based on our -

relation te God as effect to cause. 

THE FINAL CONSIDERATION 

Now the crucial question finally emmarges, viz. , is all o:t this really 

stating the truth ot Augustine into the !!!:!!!!! ot Aristotle or is it a con-

loarrigou-LaGrange, .21?.• �· 

2rhe ward "part" must not be taken to imp'.cy that there are necesearil7 
"parts" in analogous knowledge. It is a know.I.edge of proportionality not 
proportions. See Klubertanz, Introduction� the Philosophy'£!. Being, 
P• 61 ff. 



cession to the content of Aristotle while claiming allegiance to .Augustine 

but nevertheless departing .from him? 

Certainly, it must be said that Thomas did at least use the terminology 

of Aristotle, if not more. As Mc Keon remarked1 "The real significance of 

St. Thomae is not seen until it is viewed in the astonishing turbulent 

intellectual lite of his century, and that when st. Thomas is so viewed, his 

relation to the Greeke ••• assume(s) the role of a major issue in the forma

tion of his thought" .1 With this there can be little disagreement as wall 

as the fact that in a sense he "Aristotelianized Christianity" or 

"Christianized Aristotle", however, it would seem to be likewise necess81"7 

to admit that the case cannot be dimniased on a priori grounds saying that 

he D111St have departed from Augustine merely because he spoke Aristotle' s --

langu.age. But rather 1 the case must be decided on an inductive nd compar

ative basis. An:l the most basic question in thie anacyeis will concern 

their respective views on Nature and Graoe or Revelation and Reason. It 

substantial agreement can be shown at this point 1 it would certainly seem 

to follow that the detailed dellnation ot Thomas Aristotel ian viewed d:id 

not take him substantially afield from the spirit of Augustine. 

Reason and Revelation ---- ----

To answer this question, it may be first stated that while both tor 

Augustine and Aquinas the exercise ot reason was intended to explain an::l 

defend dogma, nevertheless, Aquinas attempted his defense by' a much sharper 

division of the two domains. However, even though it may appear that in so 

doing Thomas has conceded to Aristotle and departed trom Augustine, never

theleaa, 

lMc Keon, .22.• �., P• 2. 
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• • •  he does not difi'er .f'ran St. Augustine so much as has 
been sometimes asserted, though he defined the spheres of the 
two sciences of philosophy and theology more clearly than 
Augustine had defined themJ what he did was to express 
Augustinianism in terms of the Aristotelian philosopey ••• 
though he cannot be said to have adopted a starting ioint 1n 
philosopey totally different from that of Augus tine. 

"Thomas gives a theoretical distinction; Augustine a� facto one. The 

former safeguards of the doctrine ot supernatural and power of natural. 

man. Augustine considers man in the c oncrete with a supernatural end."2 

In other words, "there is a fonnal difference but not completely a material 

difference.n3 The problem for St. Thomas was not " • •• how to introduce 

philosophy into theology without corrupting the essence and nature ot 

pbiloeoplzy', but how to introduce philosopey without corrupting the essence 

and nature of theology". 4 It was precisely in this respect that he pro-

ceeded and in this manner that he succeeded. 

Hence, it is the contention of this paper that St. Thomas did put the 

essential truths of Augustine into the terms of Aristotle w ithout corrupting 

the former or converting the latter. He gave definition to a theoretical 

separation of the domains or faith and reason without unduly exalting the 

latter or destroying the fonner. But even for Thomas there was the 

recognition 

••• that the truth about God is a rrived at by human reason 
only by a few men and after a long time and with the admixture 
ot maey errors ••• either because ot over hastiness in jumping to 
conclusions or because of the influence of passion or of 
imagination ••• he acknowledges theoretically the weakness of 
the human intellect�in its present condition, though not its 
radical perversion.� 

)on, 2E·�·• P• JlB. 

2Ib1d., P• 49. 

Jrbid., P• 313. 

4!2!a,., P• 306. 

5Ibid. 1 P• 321 
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or as Gilson remarks, 

The end from which scholastic theology takes it start is 
not nat ural reason armed with its principles, but indeed the 
arteculi fedei, and that towards which it tends is not an 
evacuation of the mystery, but the submission of the intellect 
to the IJ\Y'Stery of Christ: bring into �tivity every under
standing unto the obedience ot Christ. 

Though "St. Thomas certainly believed that it is theoretically 

possible for the philosopher to worlc out a true metaphysical system 

out recourse to revelation,n2 yet in actual fact he did not do so hi.mselt 

nor was it his contention that such a system would have ever been worked 

out apart from the "historical" aid of revelation.3 Even the Summa 

Theologia and the Summa Contra Gentiles make repeated reference to the 

authority of Scripture and the Fathers, nor does Thomas begin by proving 

that God exists. The Summa Theologia begins by 88king whether theology 

is a science. This renects the important issue of the day, viz., the 

relation between theology and science or philosop�. To answer this 

question was to reconcile the Christian monastary with the Greek meta-

physics. This issue involved not on:cy a struggle between Christian wisdan 

and Greek philosophy, "but also a debate among Christian thinkers as to tl'e 

conditions governing the reception of Greek philosophy".4 And the Thomistic 

synthesis must be viewed as a direct answer to this situation. "For it the 

philosophical significance of st. Thomas is not to be found. in his diagnosis 

or Greek and Arabian philosophy as in an open book, then it simply does not 

exist .n5 

louso n, Christianity !!!! Philosophy, p. 32. 

2copleeton, .22• �·, P• 318. 

3c1ass notes , Fr. Toner, Fr. Hitter, u. or D., 1956. 

4A. c. Pegis, Introduction!£ Basic Writings 2!_ §!• Tbomaa Aquinas, 
P• XXXVII. 

5Ibid., p. XL. 



So then, in practice St. Thomas himself never built a "pure" philosophy 

but always utilizes the aid of theology- along eide it. That is, 

st. Thomas ' philosophy should thue be regarded in the light 
o f its relation to theology, m1d it is a mistake to collect the 
philosophical· items f.rom St. Thorns.a ' s workaJ including his 
theologi cal works , and construc t a system out of them according 
to one's own idea of what a philosophical system should be, even 
though St. Thomas would very likely have refused to recorse 
such a system as corresponding to hie actual :intentions. 

Even though the Thomistic system ot natu ral theology does not take 

any of its premises from revelation, yet it is highly improbable that such 

a system would have arisen apart from the historical aid of revelation. 

Ot cour se, it must be admitted that in so systemizing that the re

sultant product of St. Thomas differed somewhat from that of Augustines, 

but the divergence is one of d egree and not of kind, and yet in the process 

he remained true to the basic principles of Augustine although in sons 

cases it was necessa ry to give fulJ.er expression to them. 

In r elation to this it may be a slight exaggeration to say1 1 . 

Augustine's philosophy contained nothing or value whic h was not much better 

said by St. Thomas, more clearly delineated and defined. •••• "2  Mevertheless, 

as Gilson puts it1 

It will always be legit imate to attempt the construction or 
a metaphysics on the bas is or the presence in our minds of the 
idea of God, provided, however , that we do not attempt a de .. 
duotion ! priori with it starting poi nt 1n God, but an induc
tion a 

I
osteriori with its starti ng point in the content of our 

concept on of GOd. Perhaps it would not be impossible to show 
that , in this sense, the Thomist method is necessary to bring 
the August inian to a full consciousness or its own nature am 
legitimate condition ot exeroise • • • •  3 

Abstraction and Illumination -

lCopleston, .22• ill•• P• 306-307. 

2�., P• !)O. 

3011son, !h!_ Spirit E!._ Medieval Philosophy• p. 139. 
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One of the strongest c ontent.ions to the opposite of this conclusion 

is the alleged difference between the Thomistic 11active intellect" and the 

Augustinian 11divine illumination" . Certainly, it can not be contended that 

Thomas here followed the basic principle of Augustine . The answer to this 

lies in a natural application of the law of secondary causes .  As Gilson 

writes .. 

• • •  the efficacy of second causes lies in the second causes 
themselves, as a participation ot the Divine causality. Cer
tainly they do not create, but they cause ; as substances themselves 
they generate, not indeed being, but at least substantially. By 
a natural application of the same principle, St . Thomae modifies 
the econom;y of the Augustinian illwnination, and invests it with 
new significance . The fundamental thesis of illumination remains 
intact . In Thomism as in Augustinianism1 we know the truth only 
in the di vine ideas and by the light with which the word en
lightens USJ but now it enlightens us in another manner. According 
to St . Thomas illumination consists precisely :lll the gift_. made 
by God to man in His creation,. o:t that which it is of the ve?7 
essence of t he Augustinian noetio to deny---that is to say 1 an 
intellect sufficient to produce truth. From the time o.f St . 
Thomas tie are henceforth in the possession of a nat ral light , 
that of the active intellect which is neither Augustine ' s  mind 
nor Aristotle ' s  active intellect . Like the latter, it is c apable, 
on contact with sensible experience, of generating first princi
ples .. and, with the aid of these, it will gradually build up a 
system of scienoes J but 11.ke the Augustinian mind, it is capable 
of generating these truths only because it i s  itsel.f' a participati on 
in the Truth . But instead of an intellect naturally lacking the 

light of truth into which therefore this light must fall fran on high, 
we have an intellect with which this truth is, eo to speak1in
corporated, or rather an intellect which has itself become this 
light of trut11_ in an analogical mode of course 1 and by wq ot 
participation. 

Similarly, Coplest on admits that Thomas doe s not speak of 11 Illumina

tion" in "the fu.U Augustinian senae , "2 but by expressing Augustine in 

Aristotle ' s terms he does not do injustice e ither to the principle or glory 

or the Augustinian concept but merely places it in the sphere or the 

lanson, '.!:!!! �pirit ,2! Medieval PhilosC?P&, p .  139. 

2copleaton, 22• �., p. 389 . 
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creature 1 s divine endo"Wment by nature rather than invoking the conet.ant 

neceeeity for supernatural intervention in the natural processes of thought . 

"A� St . ThOJ11..as says, when God makes a nature , He makes it able to 

operate, to act by its powers; He does not constB ntly interrer with it, 

like an inefficient mechanic who cannot quite succeed in making a tm1chine 

that wor • 111 

So that. we may c onclude that there is no substantial differen:e 

between the Augustinian and Thomistic view of the nature ot Faith and 

Reason, .9.t least no radfo al disjunction, and hence it may be maintained 

that the Thomistic natural theology is materially Augustinian while form

ally Aristotelian .  .And that the areas of conflict between the two systems 

are more linguistical than logical ; more semantical than substantial . As 

Gil son puts it, 

The Thomists will accept the Augustian solution of the 
question as s oon as the Augustinians recognize that even for 
a Christian, reason is essentially distinct from faith , and 
philoeopb1' from religion; and.1 since St . Augustine himself 
recognized it, the distinction seems quite sufficiently 
Augustinian. The Augustinians, on the other ham, will 
accept the Thomist solution when the Thomists recognize 
that f'or a Christian, reason is not divorced from faith in 
the sphere of its exercise ; now St . Thomas recognized it, 
and there earns to be nothing from preventing a Thomist 
doing likewise .2 

lKlubertanz, Philosaphy .2! Human Nature, P •  170. 

2o11son, .$!• _ill., P •  12 . 
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